**PATTERN WRITE - FUNCTION MODE**

The pattern can be extended by pressing TIME MODE and/or PITCH MODE while doubling the pattern length.

**PATTERN WRITE - CLEAR MODE**

All functions except SYSEX can operate on pitch or time information independently. Press either PITCH MODE or TIME MODE while performing the function.

**TRACK WRITE - CLEAR MODE**

The back button must be pressed to confirm TRACK CLEAR.
**REALTIME TIME MODE**

REALTIME TIME MODE is available in PATTERN WRITE, PATTERN PLAY and TRACK PLAY.

**REALTIME PITCH MODE**

REALTIME PITCH MODE transpose amount affects patterns in PATTERN WRITE and PATTERN PLAY. In TRACK WRITE, transpose affects track steps. Track step transpose amount cannot be modified in TRACK PLAY. ALL SLIDE and ALL ACCENT are available in all modes, these functions can be inverted by holding TAP.

**CONFIG MODE**

CONFIG MODE is available in all modes by pressing CLEAR and FUNCTION together. MIDI IN CHAN, MIDI OUT CHAN, FILTER CTRL, TICK COUNT and MIDI OCTAVE are modified by holding the button and pressing BACK or NEXT. Pressing ALL PATTERN and ALL TRACK CLEAR must be confirmed by also pressing BACK.